SOLUTION BRIEF

Puppet Enterprise
Empowering automation — simply, safely, everywhere and at scale.
Puppet Enterprise enables both individuals and teams to get started with automation
simply, deliver infrastructure safely, and expand automation across everything,
no matter where it lives. It is the only solution that meets you where you are on
your automation journey, and grows as your automation footprint grows, too.

Automate simply
Puppet offers a portfolio of products to simplify infrastructure
delivery — from testing to deploying and managing everything
you have, no matter where it lives. It’s now even easier to get
started with automation regardless of skill set or DevOps maturity
level. With Bolt, our open source task runner, get started quickly
by standardizing your existing scripts and making them easily
consumable for the rest of your organization. Bolt offers the first
step towards standardizing what you already have, and automating
routine tasks that prevent you from tackling bigger problems.

Automate safely
As you begin adopting automation at scale, it can be difficult
to manage infrastructure changes across the organization.
With automated and predictable processes for deploying code,
Puppet helps organizations safely scale their automation across
teams and provides greater insight and confidence that the
changes made across the infrastructure are implemented safely.
Additionally, teams with complex infrastructure benefit from
Puppet’s continuous enforcement of desired state and reporting
capabilities to ensure security and compliance requirements
are met and exceeded. Key capabilities like module delivery
pipelines, impact analysis and simplified Puppet deployments
with Continuous Delivery for Puppet Enterprise, help teams
scale safely and deploy Puppet code with confidence.

Automate everywhere, at scale
Manage heterogeneous infrastructure in a consistent way so
you can manage more. With Puppet Enterprise you can scale
both your infrastructure automation efforts and team workflows
while easily implementing continuous delivery best practices.
Puppet Enterprise is the only solution that combines both
model‑based and task-based capabilities in a way that enables
organizations to scale as their automation footprint grows.
With agent-based and agentless capabilities, you have the
flexibility to automate what you want, and how you want.

The Puppet difference
• Ramp your automation efforts and easily get started with Bolt.
• Test your Puppet code and see the impact before deploying
with prescriptive and codified continuous delivery capabilities.
• Adopt model-based approaches for scalable drift remediation
(gain insight into corrective vs. intentional changes).

Additional Resources
Install Bolt
Try Puppet Enterprise
Try Continuous Delivery for Puppet Enterprise

Puppet is driving the movement to a world of unconstrained software change. Its revolutionary platform
is the industry standard for automating the delivery and operation of the software that powers everything
around us. More than 40,000 companies — including 75 percent of the Fortune 100 — use Puppet’s
open source and commercial solutions to adopt DevOps practices, achieve situational awareness and drive
software change with confidence. Headquartered in Portland, Oregon, Puppet is a privately held company
with more than 500 employees around the world. Learn more at puppet.com.

